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If 
A clever idea from 

New Zealand and a must 

for every home & campsite, 

the Kindling Cracker 

firewood splitter makes it 

easy to split wood quickly 
and safely without an axe. 

Teenage inventor Ayla 
Hutchinson designed the 

Kindling Cracker firewood 
splitter for everyday home 

use in New Zealand's icy, 

rugged Taranaki region. 
Her design has won 

awards worldwide. 

EASY TO USE 

1. Place wood on top of blade 

2. Steady with one hand 

3. Strike top of wood with 3-41b. 
mallet (or other piece of wood) 

MADE IN SOLID CAST IRON 
AUSTRALIA CONSTRUCTION 

AWARNING 
Laceration and Crushing Hazard. 

Entire the splitter is on solid, level wound when splitting. 

Only split one piece of wood eta time. 

to not split overly wide or tall wood er the splitter will become nnstahle. 

Keep bands above the safety ring at all times. 

If necessary, hold on %the side of the wood fa debility. 
to not hold en to the splitter or the tap of the wood when splitting. 

Always wear the proper personal protective equipment including 

ANSI 287.1 compliant eye protection. 

to not allow child= to play with or amend the splitter. 

Store ledgers out of the reach of children when not in use. 
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NOTICE: 

Only KIndlIng Cracker Limited and Its weaned distributors motet. world are entitled CIO to extent permitted)to make use of Intellectual properly relating In our mode., Including: copyright and copyright rights, designs and design 

fights, paten. and patent rights, trade marks end trade mark rights, technicl information, know-how end tow-how, including but not limited to promMional and/or instructional materials, eaten works (packaging, labelling, 

illestraCns), plictigrephic material, fume end/or W dem, 3- Dimensional products end component perk relating thereto, designed foc used with and relevant to our goods that ere used for splitting materiels - including firewood splitters. 

Only Kindling Cracker Limited and its specified distributors around the world ere entitled to use (to It exterrt permitted) It trade marks below on endkr in relation to ...that ere used for spIting materiels - including firewood 

splitters - whether te trade marks are registered or not eights inherent in our registered trade marks (where relevant to New Zealand,Pustralia, Europe, 115. Canada, Japan stied/ other countries as added from timeta time), extend to 

trade mats Itte same or Mettler tote below, Including applIcable variations thereof ,Mat are used In relation to Itte relevant goods and/or services that are the ace or similar to those twilit Itte trade mats apply. 

Patent CO -operation Treaty/triplication No. PC171.013/00211 Copyright:2015-2019 KINDLING CRACKER LIMITED Cr Copyright: 2013-2019 A.C. Outdrew. C Copyright 2013201910. Hutchinson 
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